
Wyandotte Leather, Inc. dates back to 1943 and is the sup-
plier of high quality leather archery accessories.“We are seeing
a strong surge in our business with the growing interest in tra-
ditional archery,”said Karen Kaufman of Wyandotte Leather.“In
addition to selling finished leather archery products we also
offer kits for the ‘do-it-yourselfer’. Many traditional archers
enjoy making their own equipment and more dealers are
stocking both our finished products and kits to better serve
the traditional archer.” In addition to the fine leather line
Wyandotte also offers the dealers an economy line of vinyl for

the budget minded archer
and the kids. Contact (734)
282-3403.

The Swivelimb treestand, introduced at the ATA Show by Quill Hunting Products has its
roots in a treestand once offered by a company called “Out-On-A- Limb”. Brett Will and
Steve Quisenberry teamed up in 2006 to buy the rights to bring the stand back to the mar-
ket with some significant improvements. The Swivelimb’s unique design allows it to be
used on trees that are twisted or leaning, while maintaining a level platform. The Swivelimb
has a weight carrying
capacity of 300 pounds and
folds compactly for easy
transportation. The ratchet
mounting system ensures
the stand is rock solid and
the comfortable swivel seat
offer the bowhunter the
ability to ease quietly into
position. Contact Brett or
Steve at (405) 623-0834 or
(405) 584-1981.

While well-known for tree stands Summit ventured into the sight market for
2007 with their Hot Dot sight.“We like to say that this sight kills the excuses,”
smiled Will Woller, Summit’s Manager of Marketing and Advertising, who is
shown at right.“We feel the Hot Dot offers features never before found in a
hunting sight and that it truly kills all the excuses every one has ever used for a
miss.” The Hot Dot has no sight pins but instead projects an aiming dot onto an
unbreakable clear plastic strip which offers an unobstructed view of the target.
Once sighted in the sight acts as a pendulum sight automatically adjusting the
dot as the angle of the bow changes when shooting from a tree stand. The sight
can be converted from the pendulum mode to a fixed single pin or a multiple
pin sight with the turn of a button. The intensity of the aiming dot can be
adjusted for various light conditions and the system even warns the shooter

electronically of a cant-
ed bow eliminating the
need for a bubble level. Get information on all of Summit’s products
by calling (256) 353-0634.

Quality Deer Management has spurred interest in proper land
management and the preparation and planting of food plots.
Summit, well known for its quality tree stands, has entered the mar-
ket of land management with a series of implements that are specifi-
cally designed to work with ATVs. A few of the items included in the
line are a trailer, high speed disc harrow, sprayer, seeder and planter.
Information can be obtained by calling (256) 353-0634.

Editor’s Note: Space limitations in our March 2006 trade show section
meant we were unable to include these fine ATA show exhibitors.
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